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7. PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

 

7.0 Introduction 

The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, (MoEF&CC) Government of 

India issued Environmental Impact Assessment notification S.O. 1533 dated September 16, 

2006 mandating prior environmental clearance for manufacture of (Bulk drugs and 

intermediates excluding drug formulations) industry under category ‘A’ for projects 

located outside  notified industrial area/estate. The proposed expansion project of Cirex 

Pharmaceuticals Ltd., is located at Sy. No. 371(Part), 372(Part), 373(Part), 378(Part), 

429(Part) and 430 (Part), Gundla Machnoor Village, Hatnoora Mandal, Sangareddy 

District, Telangana.  The proponents obtained the terms of reference from the MoEF&CC, 

which mandated public consultation vide letter no. F. No. J-11011/120/2015-IA II (I) 

dated 30.06.2015. Accordingly the draft Environmental Impact Assessment was submitted 

to Regional Officer, Telangana State Pollution Control Board, Regional Office Sangareddy 

District for conducting public hearing. The public hearing for the proposed expansion of 

bulk drug and intermediate manufacturing unit was conducted on 16.02.2017 at industry 

site.   The public hearing was chaired by Sri Dr.Vasam Venkateswarlu, Joint Collector & 

Addl. District Magistrate, Sangareddy district and Sri B. Bhikshapathi, Environmental 

Engineer, Telangana State Pollution Control Board, Regional office, Sangareddy district.   

7.1 Advertisement 

Press notification regarding the date, time and venue of the Environmental public hearing 

for the proposed expansion was issued in Andhra Jyothi (Telugu daily) and Hans India 

(English daily) newspapers on 13.01.2017.  Copy of the advertisement is enclosed. 

Minutes of the meeting 

The minutes of the public hearing is enclosed along with the attendance sheet. Concerns 

expressed by speakers during public hearing and responses of the proponent are 

presented in table 7.1.  Response to written representations is presented in Table 7.2. 
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7.2 Concerns expressed by public 

Table 7.1 Concerns Raised in Public Hearing and Responses 
Issue raised by Issue Proponent’s Response 

Sri  Balamma,  
MPP Hatnoor  Mandal. 

While   welcoming    the   proposed expansion, she requested  
for provision of employment   to the local people in the 
industry. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

Sri M.  Eshwaramma, 
Sarpanch,     
R/o.Gundlamachanoor 
Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 

While welcoming    the expansion    of the industry,    she 
requested    the local industries   to contribute liberally to the 
development   of villages.  

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for 
socioeconomic development activity in the 
surrounding villages. 
 
He Informed that    various  community  
development    works  at a cost  of Rs.74 lakhs  
undertaken   by them  which  include   2 lakh  
liter over  head  Tank  at Gundlamachanoor  
Village  and  that they were holding medical  
camps  periodically to   in surrounding  
villages.  

Sri  Narasimhlu,        
Ex-Sarpanch   R/o   
Gundlamachanoor Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 

While welcoming   the   proposed     expansion,    he  
appreciated     the.  industry     for construction    of  2  lakh  
liters   tank   for  water   supply.   He  appealed    to  the 
managements     of  three   industries    to  contribute    for  
the   development     of villages  surrounding    the plant.  He 
sought  employment   to the local youth. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for 
socioeconomic development activity in the 
surrounding villages. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

Sri  S. Ananthaiah,    
R/oGundlamachanoor  
Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 

 He   supported     the proposal    of  expansion    of  the  
existing   unit.   He  requested      that   all un-employees 
from  the  villagers   surrounding    the  industries    to be  
provided with  gainful   employment   without  causing  
pollution. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills.  

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
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 follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

Sri   Jithendar Reddy    ,    
R/o    Gundlamachanoor 
Hatnoor  Mandal 

He  supported  the  expansion   without polluting  the 
adjoining  areas. He sought employment to the local  
villagers. 
 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills 

Sri Gopal,   farmer,        
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 

While  welcoming   the proposed   expansion   of the unit,  he 
complimented   the industry   for providing facilities for 
drinking  water,  employment  to the local people  and  
health  care facilities provided    to them. 
 
   

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

The proponent assured that the management 
will conduct medical camps held   periodically  
to render   free medical    camps in surrounding  
villages. 

 Sri  Durga   Reddy,   
 Farmer   R/o   
Gundlamachanoor  Village, 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He supported   the proposed  expansion   without  causing  
air and water  pollution. He  is  of  the opinion  that the  
industry    is providing  employment  and   drinking    water 
facilities.   The   industry     is   providing     medical    care   to  
the   people. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

He Informed that    various  community  
development    works  at a cost  of Rs.74 lakhs  
undertaken   by them  which  include   2 lakh  
liter over  head  Tank  at Gundlamachanoor  
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Village  and  that they were holding medical  
camps  periodically to   in surrounding  
villages. 

Sri M. A.Majid, Farmer,       
 R/o    Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 

 He  supported the expansion   proposed   by the industry. 
He  pleaded    for employment   to the youth,  who  were  not 
able to find employment.    He raised the   issue   of   odour  
problem    from    the   industries and requested    the 
managements   to  take  remedial    measures    on  priority.  
He  supported     the expansion   proposed   by the industry. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

He assured that industry will install latest 
pollution control equipment like double 
scrubbing system, double condensing system to 
mitigate odor nuisance. 

Sri M. A. Mukheern, 
 farmer,       R/o     
Gundlamachanoor   Village, 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He  supported   the expansion   of the  capacity  proposal   
by the  industry.   He sought  employment to the local 
people  and requested   the industry   to control  pollution. 
 
 
 

 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

Sri   Lalithamma  Mohan   
  H/o   Mekaguda 

While   supporting   the expansion,    he  sought    that   the  
students    from   the   surrounding villages needed  to be 
encourage by way of providing   scholarships   and  
provision   of books  and  other  accouterments. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

Sri Veeresham     R/o     

Gundlamachanoor   Village, 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

 While   extending    his support    to the industry,   he 
wanted the industry   to provide employment    to the 
people from the surrounding    villages. He complimented    
the industry   for extending   full cooperation    and 
extended   his support   for  the proposed    expansion    
without    causing   pollution.    He sought   assurance    of 
employment    to the people   who acquired   minimum    
qualification    i.e, SSC from   the management     of 
industries. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to   local people   based on 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
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surroundings area. 

Sri E. Narsimhlu,  
farmer,      R/o     
Gundlamachanoor   Village 
.  
Hatnoor  Mandal 

While supporting the proposed expansion by the 
industry, he wanted   that   local people and people from 
the surrounding village should be provide employment   
on priority   basis.   He opposed   the pollution causing 
industries. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on 
qualification and skill. 

 

Sri   Srisailam,   
Ward  Member     R/o     
Gundlamachanoor   Village 
.  
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He extended h i s  support   to the proposed   expansion. 
He stated  that  the area  is facing scarcity  of water  and  
ground  water  was polluted  and  is not fit for irrigation.   
He wanted   to know the extent of irrigation   and PCB 
should ensure regular   monitoring   of the water bodies. 
He   sought   the industries   to take   up   educational    
activities   and   engage   the local labor   for various 
activities   in the industries.   He questioned    the PCB 
authorities   regarding their   control    over   the   
industries     regarding    pollution.    He   stated    that 
industries    were   bound   to  take  up  welfare   measures   
by  allocating   funds under  CSR 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
proposed. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

Sri  M.  Narasimha    Reddy,  
Dy.  Sarpanch  R/o  
Gundlamachanoor   Village 
, Hatnoor  Mandal 

He extended his support   to the proposed   expansion .He 
complained   on Air, water and odour pollution   due to 
local industries.   The odour problem is severe in the night 
time. He stated that he did not pinpoint any   particular    
industry.    He sought   remedial    measures    to be taken   
up immediately. 

The proponent assured that industry will install 
latest pollution control equipment like double 
scrubbing system, double condensing system to 
mitigate odor nuisance. 

Sri   G.   Prasad,    MRPS,    
 R/o   Konyala 
 

He supported   the proposed   expansion and requested the 
industry   to undertake   necessary control measures. He 
demanded full scale implementation    of pollution    
measures.   He   requested    that   waste   water should not 
be let out into the farm lands to avoid any causality of cattle.  
Sought employment    the local people   and piece  work  
contract   to  the  local people.   

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
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treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no proposal for discharge of 
wastewater. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skills. 

Sri  E. Srinivas   Gowd 
R/o Gundlamachanoor   
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

While supporting    expansion. He sought clarity on the 
source of the water requirement   of 600 KLD. Employment   
aspect is also not clear.  He wanted   the industry   to 
indicate the number of people to be employed   in the 
proposed   expansion. 

The proponent informed that the water shall be 
met from ground water sources. He informed 
that the proposed expansion will generate 
about 250 nos employment. 

Sri   Shankariah,       
 R/oGundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 

He complained   that the local labors were not engaged for 
work by the industries.   Local labors were not engaged    for   
casual   work    in   the   industries. Being labor    leader,    he 
demanded   secured employment   to the local laborer. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on 
qualification and skill. 

Sri    S.   Krishna,      
Ward    Member,       
 R/o Gundlamachanoor. 

He  Supported the expansion proposal  requested   the  
adoption   of two villages  by the  industry   which  are 
facing  the affect  of  pollution.   He  demanded    the  
industry    to  ensure   facilities  in  the Villages .       

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

Sri   Md.  Yedullah,        
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He  contended    that   the problem  of pollution  was 
unpredictable.    He stated  that  Rs.4 Iakhs was  spent on 
supply   of drinking   water  during   the  tenure  of Sri 
Viswanath   as General Manager.   He  stated  that   
Gandhi   statue   was   installed   with   the  help   of 
industry.   They  have  also  supplied   books  and  
uniforms   to  the  students   of Govt.     School.     He    
sought      implementation       of    Grade     system     and 
corresponding    payment  of wages  depending   on their 
seniority. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
spend 2.5% capital cost towards socioeconomic 
development activity in the neighboring 
villages.  He assured that the management shall 
coninue to abide by all government rules with 
respect to wages.  

 

Sri   Md. Mogulaiah,        
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 

He  stated   that  the  existing industries     could    continue    
their    operations.     He   complained     that    125 
complaints   were  filed  so far and  35 representations    

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
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 were  submitted   to the authorities   on illegal  activities  
resulting   in pollution   of area.  He opined  that the  
industries   should  be located  at least  10 km  away  from  
the  habitations. He contended   that  the  people  became  
impotent    due  to the  adverse   impact of  pollution    and   
became   a  prohibited    area   for  marriage    alliances.   The 
industries    contended    that   Rs. 70  lakhs   was   given   so  
far  towards    under various   developmental     activities.   
He  lamented    that   no  action   was  taken against    any   
industry    who      caused    pollution.    He   openly    
opposed    the deployment    of  large  contingent    of  
police,    which   acted   as  deterrent    and prevented    
people  from  participating    in  this  public  hearing   and  
only  60-70 people  were seen in this meeting. 

respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

The proponent informed that the allegation 
regarding health is unfounded as observed 
from the data of medical camps.  

 

Sri    M.  A.  Hakim,      
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

 He   extended    his   full   support    for   the   proposed 
expansion   of existing unit without causing pollution. He  
complimented    this industry   for  undertaking    several  
welfare  and  development    activities  in the surrounding    
villages    

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

Sri    M.  A.  Saleem,      
R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He stated that  he never  opposed   the setting  up of new 
industries   or expansion  of existing  units  but he 
opposed  any  increase in pollution   in this area  and  
warned   that  the  industries   would  be forced  to close 
their operations   in case of any violations  or law relating  
to pollution. He expressed  concern  over the pollution  
and  opined  that  the pollution  should  be controlled  by 
adopting latest   technology.  He  also   stated    that   the   
Government  encouraged  the setting  up of industries to 
ensure  the development   of the region. He cited  the 
instance  of water   pollution   in Patancheru   area  and  
felt  that  such  problems should  not  recur  elsewhere 

 The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment like 
double scrubbing system, double condensing 
system to mitigate odor nuisance. Zero Liquid 
discharge system for treatment of wastewater 
generated from industry is proposed which 
ensures complete reuse of treated effluent. 
 

Sri B.Yadagiri,   
Ward  Member,   R/o  

He  felt that the  public   hearing  was  quite  now  compared   
to earlier  public  hearings.   He criticized    the   authority    

He Informed that    various  community  
development    works  at a cost  of Rs.74 lakhs  
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Gundlamachanoor  Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

for   their   failure    in   controlling    pollution.     He 
complained   that  effluent  and  waste  water  was  let  out  
into  drinking   water sources.  He  wanted   to know  the  
amount   spent  towards   CSR activities   and allocation  
made  during   this  year.  Contract  labour  rules  were  not   
followed. Several    tradesmen     like    Electrician     and    
Fitters    were    not  provided employment    despite   
repeated   requests.   The  present   meeting   did  not  look 
like  public   hearing   and   people   were   swayed   away   
from   attending    this meeting.   He  questioned   the  PCB 
on  their  visits  to the  local  industries   and alleged   that  
the  officials  of  PCB  became   mute   spectators   without   
taking action  against  erring  industries.   He stated  that 
quality  of effluent   let out by the  industries     was  so  bad  
even  the  samples   furnished   by  them  were  not 
examined   and   he  expected   PCB  officials  to  help   the  
people.   Whenever complaints   were  lodged,  the industry   
prevailed   over  them  and  people  were not  permitted   to 
enter  into  the  plant  premises.   Even  the  casual  labour   
was not allowed to enter  into the premises  of the industry   
who  seek  to redressed of  the  grievances.   He  alleged  that  
several  cattle  perished   after  drinking   the water   
contaminated    by  pollution.    Several   youth   from   the  
villages   were denied   any  job  though   they   acquired   
the  qualifications    required  by  the industry.    He   finally   
stated    that   RTI Act was   helping    them   to obtain 
information     on   several   issues.   He   complained     that   
washing    with   the polluted   water resulted   in wrinkles   
on the face and premature    old age.  He warned   the 
managements   of the industries   not to let out the waste  
water  outside  the  premises,   lest  there  would   be  face  
the  wrath   of  the  people.   He wanted all the industries   to 
move to the forest areas Where there would be no 
habitation.   He contended   that people would   agitate   

undertaken   by them  which  include   2 lakh  
liter over  head  Tank  at Gundlamachanoor  
Village  and  that they were holding medical  
camps  periodically to   in surrounding  
villages. The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be spent for 
the development of surrounding villages.  

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers and assured that there will not be any 
discharge of wastewater.  
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over the adverse impact of pollution.   He warned the 
officials of the PCB not to delete or edit any part of these 
proceedings,   which should be forwarded   to MOEF & CC 
in totality.  In case of any tampering,   he warned   to take up 
the matter   to the courts. 

Sri    M. T.  Sailu  ,     R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He  has  opined   that  the  industry may   be  permitted   to  
expand    the  manufacturing     capacity. He requested 
provision of  employment to  the  local  people  even  
unloading of coal.  He requested for  conducting   more  
medical   camps   to benefit   the  local  people and  sought  a 
job for himself. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the management 
will conduct medical camps   periodically   in 
surrounding    villages. 

Sri  M.  Anjaneyulu   ,  
R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

While  supporting    the expansion     of   the   unit,    he   has    
stated    that    hospital    has    not   been operationalised    in 
this  village.  Though water plant  was  established,   supply 
of water  has  not been started.    He felt that  water  supply  
should  be taken  up immediately   as bore water  is 
contaminated    and  unsafe  for potable  purpose. 

 The proponent assured that the water plant 
will be operational once the local authorities 
permit the same.  

SriR.RaghuveerReddy,     
R/o Palpanoor   Village 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 He   alleged   that   the industries   were  indulging  in 
polluting   the environment,    whereas,   the public 
representatives     were  trying  to  appease   the  people   by  
adopting   blind  eye towards   industry.   Thus  cheating    
the  people.   This  was  practiced   by  the public  
representatives.    He decried   that pollution   levels would   
go up if the capacity increased further. He requested Joint 
Collector, Sangareddy to shift the PCB office to Palpanoor. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

Smt  Parvathamma  ,     R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village, 
Hatnoor  Mandal 

 She opined   that there would   be no objection to expand   
the capacity   subject to the condition   that they would not 
cause pollution. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

 Sri S. Prabhakar   ,     R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village, 

 He stated that Manjeera   water   is contaminated    and 
Algae   is found   in the drinking water.  There is no doctor 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
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Hatnoor  Mandal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

to treat the patients   in the affected villages Street lighting   
is also not provided.    People are fetching   their water   
requirement from Ismailkhanpet    as water   became   
unpotable.   There is no participation from the village in this 
public hearing. The people are subjected to paralysis with 
spots appearing   on the body.  He alleged that the public 
hearing   was held with the help of police. He through   a 
challenge to the officials to spend a night in the affected 
villages.  He opposed   the expansion of capacity of the 
present unit by citing the above reasons. 

part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

 

Sri  B. Padma  Rao,      
R/o  Palpanoor  Village 
 
 

While supporting    the proposed   expansion.  He has   
stated  that  their  village  is sandwiched     between     two    
villages    known    as   Gundlamachanoor     and Borubotla   
another   industrial    place   and   is  subjected   to  Sevier   
pollution.,   he  requested   the  industries    to undertake   
development   activities  using  CSR funds. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

 

Sri   M. Ashok   ,      
R/o  Hatnoora  Village 
 

He is of the opinion that industrial   development is 
necessary,   which   contributes   to the economy   of the 
villages   as well as country. He stated that tank was 
established   but so for not commissioned.  Employment   is 
not provided   to all in the villages surrounding    the 
industries.    

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the water plant will 
be operational once the local authorities permit 
the same. 

 Sri   V.  Nagaiah  ,      
R/o   Palpanoor  Village 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He opposed the expansion of the unit. He complained   
about the respiratory problems faced by the residents   of the 
village.  Provident   Fund facility is not provided   to the 
temporary   workers; hence the workers    are not able to 
meet their medical requirements. The industries   are not 
providing   employment to the local people   and   the 
industries    are creating   more   problems   than benefits to 
the local people.    

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems to the 
surroundings area. 

 Sri  Sriramulu ,      He opposed   the proposed   expansion. He cited   the   The proponent assured that the wastewater 
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R/o   Palpanoor  Village example    of open discharge   of effluent into the lands 
owned by him. He owns about 6 acres of land adjacent to the 
industry.  He alleged that he was intimidated   by the 
management. 

generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 

Sri  K. Veeresham,     
R/o  Palpanoor 

He  supported    the  expansion   of the existing  unit with  
proper  pollution  control  measures. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

 Sri  Satyanarayana,     
R/o   Bokkalagudem  
Village 

He  supported    the  expansion   of the existing  unit. He 
alleged  discrimination   in providing    employment    to  the  
local  people He alleged   that  the  educated people  are not 
provided   with employment. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

 Sri  Chandrasekhar 
Reddy,     
R/o    Borapatla   Village   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He opposed   the setting  up of any industry. He stated  that  
he submitted   representations   several  times  to  the 
Revenue  and  PCB authorities,   but  no action  was  taken  
so far  against  any industry.   He  alleged   that   ground   
water   was  polluted   and   is  not  fit  for cultivation   or for 
potable  purposes.   He  alleged  that  there  is no  planting   
of trees and  demanded   to know  how many  plants  were  
planted  so far. He cited the  example   of  his     own   
experiences    with   Governor    of  TS  &   AP.  He 
demanded    the  shifting   of all  industries    to  Pharma   
City.  He  alleged   that entire   stretch   of Nakkavagu' was 
polluted and compared the  pollution with  Bhopal Gas 
tragedy. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. He informed that the green belt was 
developed around the industry site. An extent 
of 4.62 acres of area is covered under plantation.   

Smt. Narasamma,    
R/o Palpanoor 

She stated  that  she was  working  in the village  and  at 
present  they were  paid  Rs.5,000/- as salary.  She pleaded   
for increase of salary to Rs.9,000/- She stated  that increase  
in salary  is essentially in view of increase  in cost of living. 

 

 Sri    Md.  Jakir ,      He opposed   the proposal   to increase   the capacity of   the The proponent assured that they will allocate  
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R/o  Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 
 
 
 
 
 

unit. He  cited  the  example   of his father  and  he  was  
supported    by  his  own  daughters.    He alleged that there 
was   nobody    to look   after   his father    in his   old   age.   
He   sought    the, establishment   of a full-fledged   hospital.   
He raised the issue of seniority,   PF and ESI facilities.  He 
appealed   to the industries   to provide   an ambulance with 
staff to rush the patients   to ‘nearest hospitals   in case of 
emergency.   He alleged entire ground water is totally 
affected by pollution. 

2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

 

Sri    G.  Praveen   Yadav ,      
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

He  supported   the expansion   of the industry   subject  to 
the strict  implementation of  rules  and regulations. 
He  declared   that  he completed   ITI, but  he was  not  
given  any  sort  of employment    in any  of the industries.   
He  alleged  that  local  people  were  not  employed   but  
non-locals people  were  engaged   and  employment   was  
provided   to them.  He  deplored the attitude   of the 
managements    in this aspect.  Though,  he is an electrician, 
the  local  industries   are  not  providing   any  gainful  
employment    to him  and other  local  tradesman.   He  
complained   that  ground   water  was  polluted   due to  
illegal  discharge   of effluent   into  the  nalas  and  
borewells.    

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 

 Sri  Manohar    Gowd  ,    
ZPTC   R/o Isrnailkhanpet  
Village 
 
 
 
 
 

He supported    the proposed   expansion. The existing  
industrial   units were  established   about  30 years  back 
and  the water  from  Nakkavagu stream became  unpotable   
due  to  discharge   of effluent  water.  He  wanted   that  the 
attitude   of managements    should  change  and  local  
people  should   be  given preference   in employment.    
Earlier,  the  people  were  not  educated   enough, now,   
there   are  number   of  graduates  and   post-graduates  and   

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
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technically qualified   people  are  available.  He  requested   
the  management    to appoint   a Doctor  to provide   
emergency   medical  care  to the people. He supported the 
proposed   expansion. 

causing any pollution problems. 

 

 

Sri  K.Naveen    ,    
R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village 
Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

While  supporting   the  proposed expansion  of the existing 
unit    of the industry,   he appreciated   the community 
work  carried  out by the management   by constructing   a 
water  tank to cater  to the needs  of the people.  He 
expressed   his gratitude   for constructing   a health centre in 
the village to provide  healthcare    to the local people. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

 

Sri  K.Raju ,    
R/o  Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 
 

While  supporting   the  proposed expansion    of  the  
existing  unit of the   industry, he   requested for the 
operationalization  of   hospital    and    appointment of  a  
doctor    by   the managements     of   the   industries.     
 He demanded  adoption of  pollution abatement  measures. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The issue of operationalizing the hospital will 
be discussed with neighboring units and district 
administration.  

Sri   M. Pavan,    
CPI Party General 
Secretary, R/o 
Cundlamachanoor 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

He  narrated    the  efforts   of  former   MLA  in  getting   the  
industries   to  this region.  He  stated  that  ex-MLA Sri 
Vittal  Reddy  used  to visit  the  industrial houses   and  
urged   them  to  set  up  their  units  in  this  region  as  the  
area  is devoid  of any  sort  of irrigation   facilities / gainful  
employment   to the  local people.  For  the  last  seven  
years,  the  area  experienced pollution problems. Due to  
pollution,   allergy  became a  common   problem   among   
people.   He alleged  that  CSR funds  were  spent  in places  
located  300 km  away  from  the industrial   units.  He was  
highly  critical  of the EE of PCB and  the officials are not   
taking   steps   to  curb   the   pollution.    He   questioned    
the   severity    of pollution   and  officials turned  blind eye 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

The proponent assured that industry will install 
latest pollution control equipment like double 
scrubbing system, double condensing system to 
mitigate odor nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge 
system for treatment of wastewater generated 
from industry is proposed to ensure 100% reuse 
of treated wastewater. 
The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
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to this problem. He complained   that water  is not  supplied   
to  the  affected  families  in Cundlamachanoor      Village 
and   demanded    supply   of  drinking    water   since  the  
ground    water   is  not potable  in this region.  He 
submitted   a memorandum    to Joint Collector. 

part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages. 

 

Smt  J ayasri     ,    
ZPTC, R/o Hatnoor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

She opposed   the present   expansion   on the  pretext   that  
the  industries   should   be  shifted   to  the  newly   
designated Pharma   City. where   proper   treatment    
facilities   would   be  provided.    She urged  the  industrial   
units  to establish  a hospital   to cater  to the  needs  of the 
local  people.  She demanded    the  details  of the  CSR 
funds  and  the  activities carried  out  by them  in this  
region.  She stated  that  agriculture   was  given  up on 
account  of pollution,  even land  is affected  by pollution  in 
this area.  Water of ponds   and  nalas  were  contaminated    
and    became  unfit  for  cultivation. Despite  several  
representations,    there  was no response  from  the TSPCB. 
She demanded    the  action  taken  on  the  representations    
and  petitions   so far  by TSPCB. She  has  also  demanded    
the  steps  taken  to curb  the  pollution   from the    
industries.      She    requested      free     supply     of    
medicines      through establishment   of  a  medical  shop by 
pooling  the CSR  funds  by all industrial units.  He  wanted   
the  industrial   units  to  take  up  community    
development activities  in and  around   the  industrial   area.  
She  wanted   that  PCB officials should  give intimation   to 
the local bodies  and  a meeting  should  be convened on 
pollution  once in three  months. 
At  this   juncture,    the   Joint   Collector,    Sangareddy    
requested    the various   NGOs  to submit   the  written   
representations    by  giving  their  views and   opinion   on  
the  issues   related   to  pollution    on  letter   heads   of  

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  
 
He Informed that    various  community  
development    works  at a cost  of Rs.74 lakhs  
undertaken   by them  which  include   2 lakh  
liter over  head  Tank  at Gundlamachanoor  
Village  and  that they were holding medical  
camps  periodically to   in surrounding  
villages. 
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their organizations   clearly indicating   their registration   
number 

Sri  Bhadresh,   NGO,       
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village, Hatnoor  Mandal 

He   has   felt   that the Government  is  committing    a  
mistake    by   permitting    the   setting   up   of industries   
through   TSIPASS,  rendering   this public  hearing  a mere  
formality, The  industry    obtained   clearance   to  
manufacture    4  TPM  and   the  present capacity   is  200 
TPM.  He stated   that  water   plant  was  established,    but  
not commissioned.    He  felt  that   the  industry    already   
attained   the  proposed capacity  before  getting   the  
clearance. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 

Sri   Chennakesava   Reddy,   
NGO,   R/o  Hyderabad 
 
 

He  stated   that ground    water   became   unpotable    due   
to  pollution.    He  wanted    that   the guidelines    issued   
by   the  TSPCB  and   CPCB  should    be  adhered    by  all 
industrial   units. He suggested   planting  of trees like 
Neem,  Kanuga,  Ravi and other  local species  on large  scale  
to prevent  pollution.  The industries   should spend  their 
CSR funds  only for the developmental    activities  in 
affected  zone only  and  spending   of CSR funds   
somewhere   in the district  was  against  the spirit  CSR 
regulations. He expressed his support to the proposed 
expansion of the unit. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The proponent assured that they will allocate  
2.5% of capital cost of proposed expansion as 
part of CSR budget to be spent for the 
development of surrounding villages.  

Sr.  Srinivasulu, R/o. 
Gundlamachnoor village.  

While supporting the expansion proposal of the industry, he 
requested provision of employment to the local people.   

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

Sri  S.   Krishna 
R/o Gundlamachanoor  
Village. 

While supporting  the  expansion   proposal   of  the industry 
without polluting the environment. He sought  priority  in 
employment   to the local people . 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
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causing any pollution problems. 

The Proponent assured that they will   provide  
employment   to the   local people   based on the 
qualification and skill. 

Sri  S.    Gopi 
BJP leader,  
R/o  
Gundlamachanoor  Village 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 He cited  the example  of Nakkavagu  the  water   that  used  
to  irrigate   the  lands  of villages,   became polluted and   
unfit   for   irrigation.    Water    from    the   borewells    dug    
in agriculture lands  were  used  by  the  industries    to  meet  
their  demand.   He alleged  that  the  industries   are  not  
sending   the  treated   effluents   outside  as ordained,   but 
discharging   locally, thus aggravating   the problem  of 
pollution. His  Main   allegation   regarding    non-provision    
of  employment    to  the  local labour  and only 5 members  
were  engaged  from the village.  He stated  that he had 
furnished   water  analysis  report  and  mere  Rs.2  lakhs  
was paid  way back to 150 affected  persons  from  the  
village.  He  stated  that  30-40 villages  were affected  by 
pollution  and  opposed   the expansion   of the existing  unit  
stating that  pollution   load  would   increase  due  to  
increase  in  production    capacity from  4  TPM  to  150  
TPM. He  requested  The collector of  Sangareddy    to  open   
a  separate   counter   in grievance   cell at  Collectorate   to 
receive  the  complaints on pollution  exclusively. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 

Sri  S. Hanuman    
R/o Gundlamachanoor 
Village, Hatnoor Mandal. 

 He criticized  the Government policy to locate  the 
industries   in erstwhile  Medak  district  and  also expansion 
of    the    existing    unit.    The   Govt.    intended     to   
ensure     pollution     free environment,   but till this area 
with  pollution. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
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reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 

Sri  S.   K.  Chidarnbaram 
NGO, 
R/o  Patancheru Village 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While opposing the expansion   of the existing unit. He 
questioned    the stationing   of large contingent   of Police 
force which acted as a deterrent    to the participation    of 
local residents.    He stated   that   the local people   are 
peaceful   and   police   force   is not required.    He narrated    
the   problem    of pollution    in Patancheru    area,   where   
lakes   and   ponds   were   completely polluted   and became 
a source of pollution   of ground   water.  He  stated  that the 
Irrigation  Minister  also declined  to take up these  tank 
remediation   under Mission  Kakatiya   in  first  phase   and  
wanted   to  deepen   such  tanks  which were  not  affected  
in  non-pollution    zone.  He lamented    that people   in this 
area extended   support   to the expansion   without   
considering    the adverse impacts of pollution.   He also 
cited the case pending   in the High Court filed by him on all 
the industries   in this area. He stated that local people 
would be responsible    for extending    their   Support to the   
polluting    industries    and expressed his helplessness. 

The proponent assured that the Industry will 
follow the standards prescribed by Ministry of 
environment forests and climate change with 
respect to emissions and effluents without 
causing any pollution problems. 

The proponent assured that the wastewater 
generated from industry will be treated in 
“Zero Liquid Discharge” principle based 
treatment plant and treated wastewater will be 
reused for cooling towers make-up and 
scrubbers. There is no discharge of wastewater 
on land. 
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Table 7.2 Response to Public Representations 
S. No Represented by Representation Proponent’s Response 

1 A. Srinivas, S/o Ramulu 
Kasala village, 
Hatnoor mandal, 
Sanga Reddy district 

He welcomed the expansion of the industry, and 
informed that the existing industry provided 
employments and participated in social development 
activities like provision of school books and uniforms 
and conducting medical camps.  He desired that the 
company should grow and that they should help in the 
development of villages.  

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

2 A. Jangaiah, S/o  Yadaiah 
Gundlamachanoor Village 
Hatnoor Mandal,  
Sanga Reddy District 

Some of  us could get jobs in this company as it was 
located in our village.  This company is also supproting 
village development activities.  He felt that the 
expansion will lead to development of their area. He 
expressed his no objection to the expansion provided 
they ensure pollution control measures and 
participated in local development activities.  

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

3 M. Krishna  I came to know that they are holding a public hearing 
regarding the expansion of cyrex unit located in our 
village.  We want them to provide employment to our 
villagers and take up tree plantation.   

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills.  

 

4 M. Yashwanth Reddy 
M. Vittal Reddy, 
Gundlamachanoor 

He stated that he has no objection for the expansion of 
the project.  He informed that the company provided 
employment, and constructed a CC road in the villagge, 
conducted eye camps and provided school furniture.  
He desired that the company should grow and that 
they should participate in local development activity.     

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

5 K Anjaneyulu 
S/o. K. Mallesh 

He stated that company provided employment 
opportunities to surrounding village people. The 
company also participated in the village development 
activities.  They have no objection for expansion of the 
unit provided they assure to adopt necessary pollution 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 
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control measures and participate in local development 
activity.   

The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment 
like double scrubbing system, double 
condensing system to mitigate odor 
nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge system 
for treatment of wastewater generated 
from industry. 

6 G. Durgaiah 
S/o Permaiah 
Hatnoor, Sanga Reddy 
District 

He stated that the unit generated employment to 
number of villagers and also participated in the rural 
development activities like distribution of text books, 
medical camps. He informed that they no objection for 
the expansion.  He desired that the company should 
participate in local development activity.  

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

7 Brahmachari 
Village  Gundlamachunur 

He stated that they have no any objection for expansion 
of unit in the village.  The unit will provide 
employment opportunities to village youngsters.   So 
please expand the unit and develop the village. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

 

8 Kasala Subhash Reddy  
Arutla Village 

He stated that they have no objection from their side.  
He requested employment for the villagers.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

9 M. Bal Raj S/o  
Satyanarayana, village 
Ismailkhanpet, Narsapur  
constituency  Gundlamanoor 
villag 

He stated that the locals were provided employment 
due to its location in this village.  He expressed his no 
objection to the expansion and hoped that the 
expansion activity would provide employment to locals 
and tha their social development activities are extended 
further.  He expressed that he has no objection if the 
company expands by providing necessary pollution 
control measures.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment 
like double scrubbing system, double 
condensing system to mitigate odor 
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nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge system 
for treatment of wastewater generated 
from industry. 

10 K. Sathaiah S/o  Ramulu  
Doulthabad Village 

He stated that they have no objection for expansion of 
the unit.   The unit provided employment opportunities 
to lot of people, and expressed his happiness for the 
same.  He informed that the company is helping in the 
development of village, by providing drinking water to 
every house, hence he congratulated the company and 
expected further more good activity.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

11 V. Mallesh 
Chinthalcheruvu 

He stated that they do not have objection for expansion 
of the company unit.  He sought employment for local 
villagers and desired the company to take up social 
development activity in their village.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

12 Battimidi Raju 
S/o Narsimulu 

He stated that they do not have objection for company 
unit expansion in the village provided they give 
employment to locals and adopt adequate pollution 
control measures. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment 
like double scrubbing system, double 
condensing system to mitigate odor 
nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge system 
for treatment of wastewater generated 
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from industry. 

13 K. Srisailam  
S/o Anjaiah  
Taharkhan Village   

He stated that company should provide employment 
opportunities to  the villagers and informed that they 
participated in local development activities. He 
expressed his no objection for the expansions provided 
they give employment to locals and adopt adequate 
pollution control measures. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

14 P. Naresh  
S/o P. Mohan, 
Gundlamachanoor village   

He stated that company should provide employment 
opportunities to  the villagers and informed that they 
participated in local development activities. He 
expressed his no objection for the expansions provided 
they give employment to locals and adopt adequate 
pollution control measures. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment 
like double scrubbing system, double 
condensing system to mitigate odor 
nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge system 
for treatment of wastewater generated 
from industry. 

15 P. Sandhya  
D/o   P. Narsimha Reddy 
Palchanur village 

She stated that the company provided jobs to many of 
his villager, and that they participated in local 
developmental activities. She hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
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activity in the surrounding villages. 

The proponent assured that industry will 
install latest pollution control equipment 
like double scrubbing system, double 
condensing system to mitigate odor 
nuisance. Zero Liquid discharge system 
for treatment of wastewater generated 
from industry. 

16 GodisalaCharan Kumar,  
S/o Narayana,  
Ismailkhanpet Village,  
Sangareddy District 

He stated that they do not have objection for expansion 
of the company unit.  He sought employment for local 
villagers and desired the company to take up social 
development activity in their village. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

17 T. Shivaiah 
S/o Rajaiah, Tharkhanpet 

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

18 Nagesh S/o  Narsaiah 
Tharkhanpet 

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

19 Smt. Radhamma  
W/o Ramulu 
PalpanurVillage. 

She stated that she did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  She stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
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supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. She hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

activity in the surrounding villages. 

20 T. Srinivas 
S/o Pochaiah 
Anujla 

He stated that the company provided employment 
opportunities to village people and that    It 
participated in the development activities and social 
service activities like distribution of school dress, text 
books, note books for children,   Providing medical 
services to all people, establishing   RO plant in the 
village supplying safe drinking water to all houses.   He 
hoped that the company should expand their activity 
and expand the socio economic development activities 
in the villages.  

The proponent assured that the 
management will conduct medical 
camps held   periodically   to render  
free medical    camps in surrounding  
villages. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

21 K. Satish Kumar He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

 

22 T. Laxman S/o Muthaiah 
Ismailkhanpet 

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

23 M.D. Anwar 
S/o Jahangir 

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
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provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

24 N. Krishna S/o  N. Jangaiah 
Chindruppa  village,  
Kardhi Mandal,  
Sangareddy District  

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages.   

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

25 Ankampalli Krishna  
S/o Mallim  
Gundlamachanoor Village 

He stated that their villagers were provided 
employment by the company and that they developed 
the village, hence he did not have any objection.  He 
wanted his village should be developed by the 
company.  

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

 

26 A. Praveen S/o Chandraiah He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children, 
laying CC roads, contributing to construction of 
hospital.   He hoped that the company should expand 
their activity and expand the socio economic 
development activities in the villages.   

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

He Informed that    various  community  
development    works  at a cost  of Rs.74 
lakhs  undertaken   by them  which  
include   2 lakh  liter over  head  Tank  at 
Gundlamachanoor     Village  and  that 
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they were holding medical  camps  
periodically to   in surrounding  
villages. 

27 Smt. Banja Parvatamma   
W/o Nagesh, 
Gundlamachanoor Village, 
Hatnoor Mandal,  
Sanga Reddy district 

She stated that she did not have any objection to the 
expansion.  She desired that the company should 
further employ locals and give contracts to locals.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

 

28 P. Chandra Sekhar Reddy 
S/o Narsi Reddy 
Goudicharla village 
Sanga ReddyDistrict  

He stated that he did not have any objection for the 
proposed expansion.  He stated that the company 
provided jobs to many of his villager, and that they 
participated in local developmental activities like 
supplying books and uniforms to school children and 
conducting health camps. He hoped that the company 
should expand their activity and expand the socio 
economic development activities in the villages. 

The proponent assured that the 
management will conduct medical 
camps held   periodically   to render  
free medical    camps in surrounding  
villages. 

 

29 Abdul Hafeez 
S/o Abdul Aziz,  
GundlaMachanur village 

He represented that many of them are employed either 
directly or indirectly by the company.  He expressed his 
no objection for expansion, and hoped that more poor 
people obtain employment to improve their living 
standards.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

30 G. Srawan Kumar S/o 
G.Mallesham, Narsapur 
Village 

He informed that employment was provided to 
surrounding villagers.  He hoped that the employment 
opportunties will increase due to the expansion, and 
that they would increase their social development 
activities. He expressed his no objection to the 
expansion on the condition of implementation of all 
necessary pollution control measures. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

31 V. Krishna  
S/o Komaraiah 
Avancha Village 

He represented that many locals were provided 
employment by this company and local villages were 
developed due to them.    He expressed his no objection 
to the expansion on the condition of implementation of 
all necessary pollution control measures. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 
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32 B. Swarnalatha  
W/o Chandrasekhar 
Gundlamachanoor village   

She stated that her husband worked in the company 
and died due to ill health. After that company gave her 
livelihood opportunity to collect coal ash and sell.  She 
expressed that the expansion would be beneficial to her 
village and hence requested authorities to give 
necessary permissions.   

 

33 G. Dasharatha 
S/o Kistaiah 
Gundlamachunur Village 

He stated that they do not have any objection for 
expansion of the unit.  He desired for implementation 
of pollution control measures, provision of employment 
to locals, and development of greenery.   

The proponent assured that the Industry 
will follow the standards prescribed by 
Ministry of environment forests and 
climate change with respect to emissions 
and effluents without causing any 
pollution problems to the surroundings 
area. 

The proponent assured that the 
plantation in the surrounding villages 
CSR budget to be spent for 
socioeconomic development activity in 
the surrounding villages. 

34 Ch. Bheem Reddy 
S/o Ch. Manikya Reddy 
Aarutla Village 

He stated that they do not have objection for expansion 
of the unit in the village, as it imroved livelihood and 
educational opportunities to the locals.  HE expressed 
his support for expansion, and hoped that it will 
enhance education and livelihood opportunities 
further. 

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

35 R. Muthyalu He stated that they do not have objection for expansion 
its unit in the village. He requested for employment to 
their villagers, and spending on social development 
activity.   

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

36 Peddakiri Vishnuvardhan 
Reddy S/o Narsimha Reddy,  
Tarutla Village  

He stated that they do not have objection for expansion 
of unit in the village, as it would increase employment 
and lead to village development, and that it is agreeable 
to him.  

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 
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The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

37 P. Vishnuvardhan Reddy  
S/o Ranga Reddy,  
Palpanur Village, Hatnoor 
Mandal 

He represented that many of them are employed either 
directly or indirectly by the company.  He expressed his 
no objection for expansion, and hoped that more poor 
people obtain employment to improve their living 
standards. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

38 A. Mallesh  
S/o Shankaraiah 
Gundlamachanoor village 

He stated that the Industry has undertaken 
development activities in our village and it was 
provided employment opportunities to our villagers.  It 
has under so many developmental activities in the 
village.  and we are expecting more development works 
in the village  

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

The proponent assured that they will 
allocate   2.5% of capital cost of proposed 
expansion as part of CSR budget to be 
spent for socioeconomic development 
activity in the surrounding villages. 

39 M. ChandraShekar  
S/o M. Naresh  
Gundlamachanoor Village   

He stated that on expansion project  provides 
employment opportunities to their village and that they 
do not have any objection for the expansion.  He hoped 
the program is made successful by one and all.   

The Proponent assured that they will  
provide   employment   to the   local 
people   based on the qualification and 
skills. 

The proponent assured that the Industry 
will follow the standards w.r.t safety and 
pollution norms.  
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